ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR WRE PARTICIPANTS
START QUARANTINE ENTRY DEADLINE
All participants in classes W21E and M21E must enter start quarantine at
11:00 at latest! It is strictly forbidden to use electronic devices in the
quarantine area to get any information about competition maps, courses,
route choices etc. Fair play rules must be followed!
ARRIVAL, PRE START-QUARANTINE/WARM-UP AREA
WRE participants are not allowed to visit competition centre before their
start. Gathering place is in old sports school gym at Kreutzwaldi 16. Parking
on the yard and surrounding streets according to the map below. Access to
the building available from 10:00.
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At the pre-start quarantine area you will get warm-up maps and number
bibs. On the warm-up map there is pre-start location shown there you have
to be 6 min before your time start. Warm-up is allowed in all the area on
the warm-up map.
There are showers and indoor space for dressing etc available in the gym
building for competitors.
CLOTHES TO FINISH & FINISH QUARANTINE
Before going to start competitors can leave their bags/clothes for transport
to the finish at the entry to the gym building. It is not allowed to return to

the pre-start quarantine area before 12:45. After that time you are allowed
to return and take shower at Kreutzwaldi 16 gym.
Clothes/bags will be transported to the lobby of culture house at the finish.
PRE-START
Pre-start is 6 minutes. Location of the +6-minutes line is shown on warmup map. GPS devices will be handed to chosen participants at that point
and instructions will be given how to move forward to the start.
MAP CHANGE
Both WRE classes pass through the arena during the race along a marked
route, which starts from last control of first lap. There is map change on
that marked 100 m route. A table with second loop maps stands along the
route. Drop the first loop map and grab new map from the table. See the
scheme below

